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ABSTRACT
The North Carolina Trauma Registry collects data from the trauma centers and hospitals in North Carolina, and generates reports for State Trauma Advisory Committee and individual hospitals. In order to provide an easy to use, efficient, and secure system, the registry now is developing the Information System for State Trauma Advisory Council (ISSAC). We have used SAS/IntrNet and base SAS to develop an online system for data collection and reporting. The Application Dispatcher component of SAS/IntrNet allows a client to run a SAS program on demand and get the results to the browser. Due to sensitivity of the data and the concern of HIPAA, development of a secure system is our highest priority. The security system includes user authentication, and a log file that records the user’s identification, date and time, and page visited. This paper covers the implementation of security and data reporting.

This project is supported in part by MC00053-01 from the Department of Health & Human Service, Health Resources and Services Administration, and Maternal & Child Health Bureau.

INTRODUCTION
The ISSAC will be divided into two parts – Data Warehouse Generation (which includes data submission, de-identification, and updating of the data warehouse), and Data Reporting. This paper covers the data reporting. ISSAC is designed to provide trauma system performance improvement information to the North Carolina Regional Advisory Committees, which are made up of hospitals and EMS agencies that cooperate to provide trauma care for a region.

USER AUTHENTICATION
The purpose of user authentication is to validate the identity of the different users. There are two goals of validation: 1. System Authority: determine if the user is allowed to access ISSAC; 2. Report Authority: determine which hospital(s)’ or RAC(s)’ data the user may view through the report.

There are two different categories of users of ISSAC, system administrator and general user. For a general user, data viewed in each report are either specific to the hospital that the user has permission to see data for, or the data are aggregated across all hospitals in their RAC.

The first page that the user sees upon starting ISSAC is the login page (Figure 1).

Due to the sensitivity of the medical information in ISSAC and the requirement to follow the HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act) regulations, development of a secure system is our highest priority.

We use the following methods to implement the security.
1. Database access control model to implement user authentication of ISSAC.

A lookup table – login_table is used to store user information. It contains four columns: ID, type, password, and hospitals. Unsuccessful login will result in the display of a Login screen with an error message: Login ID or password is incorrect. Try again (Figure 2).
If the ID and password match the information in the `login_table`, the ISSAC Organization Selection page will be displayed. This page includes a list of hospitals and RACs for which the user has permission to view data. The user clicks on a hospital or RAC name to select the organization whose data the user wishes to see. Figure 3a and Figure 3b show the sample Organization Selection pages for an administrator and a general user.

2. Log file to record the user's identification, login time, and page visited.

```plaintext
DATA pwdata.weblog;
LENGTH UserID $200 Link $ 200 Report $200;
LogDate = DATE();
LogTime = TIME();
Link = "login page";
FORMAT LogDate MMDDYY8.;
FORMAT LogTime TIME8.;
RUN:
```

3. Hide user and password information in the web page address bar using POST method instead of GET method.

```html
<FORM method="post" ACTION="/cgi-bin/broker.exe" ALIGN="center">
```

There are two methods to submit a form in HTML, GET and POST. GET will display all the parameter values: `http://.../cgi-bin/broker.exe?service=default&_program=issac.main.sas&loginid=admin&password=sas;` POST will hide all of this information: `http://.../cgi-bin/broker.exe`

### DATA REPORTING

The reports provided through the ISSAC web page will provide the hospital with summary statistics of the ISSAC data.

As shown in Figure 3a and 3b, after successfully logging in to ISSAC, an administrator can select all the organizations, while a general user can choose only from selected hospital, RAC, or SAC (State Advisory Committee). If a user is affiliated with hospital NC01, then she/he can select hospital NC01 and the SAC. This page is dynamically built. Part of the code is shown below.

```sas
%MACRO ISSAC_main;
%IF %sysfunc(libref(SAVE)) %THEN %DO;
%IF &loginid=admin AND &password=adminpw %THEN %LET IDCHECK=PASSED;
%ELSE %IF &loginid=userab AND &password=userabpw %THEN %LET IDCHECK=abtype;
%ELSE %IF &loginid=general AND &password=usergenpw %THEN %LET IDCHECK=gentype;
%ELSE %LET IDCHECK=FAILED;
%IF &IDCHECK=FAILED %THEN %DO
DATA _null_;
FILE _webout;
PUT '<HTML>';
PUT '<HEAD><TITLE>Invalid Login</TITLE></HEAD>';
PUT '<BODY vlink="#004488" link="#0066AA" bgcolor="#E0E0E0">'
PUT '<h1 align="left"><img height="74" src="/images/rose.bmp" width="65" border="2">'
PUT '<font size="5" face="Comic Sans MS" color="#002288">Information System for State Trauma Advisory Committee (ISSAC)</font>
PUT '<hr align="center">'
PUT '<FORM method="Post" ACTION="/cgi-bin/broker.exe" ALIGN="center">'
```

This request took 0.54 seconds of real time (v8.2 build 1391).

This request took 0.61 seconds of real time (v8.2 build 1391).

This request took 0.51 seconds of real time (v8.2 build 1391).

This request took 0.61 seconds of real time (v8.2 build 1391).
After selecting the organization, a report selection page is shown (Figure 4).
After selecting the report, the report is generated dynamically, and displayed. (Figure 5).

### CONCLUSION

With the wide use of the internet, the World Wide Web has become an efficient way to view information. SAS/IntrNet is a powerful tool to enable the web-base application. The web interface to ISSAC was developed to provide an easy to use and secure system for State Trauma Advisory Committee and individual hospitals to get the information needed for trauma system performance improvement activities.
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